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A virtual economy (or sometimes synthetic economy) is an emergent economy existing in a virtual world,
usually exchanging virtual goods in the context of an Internet game.People enter these virtual economies for
recreation and entertainment rather than necessity, which means that virtual economies lack the aspects of a
real economy that are not considered to be "fun" (for instance, avatars in ...
Virtual economy - Wikipedia
Algorithmic trading is a method of executing a large order (too large to fill all at once) using automated
pre-programmed trading instructions accounting for variables such as time, price, and volume to send small
slices of the order (child orders) out to the market over time. They were developed so that traders do not
need to constantly watch a stock and repeatedly send those slices out manually.
Algorithmic trading - Wikipedia
Global trade - The World Trade Organization (WTO) deals with the global rules of trade between nations. Its
main function is to ensure that global trade flows smoothly, predictably and freely as possible.
World Trade Organization - Home page - Global trade
Manage Digital & Paper Files In One Place. Finally, a product that allows you to organize your ENTIRE office
in one place. You will have one screen to search for all of your information, be it in PDF format from the paper
you have scanned or if you have the paper in your file cabinets, as most businesses do.
The Simplest Filing System in the World - Paper Tiger
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COMMODITIES TRADING WITH OANDA. OANDAâ€™S CFD range offers you a diverse way to trade the
worldâ€™s most popular commodities with competitive variable spreads and no commissions.
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